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Abstract
We have conducted a polymer modeling project which aims bridging the molecular characteristics of poly-
mers with macroscopic properties. This requires an integration of various physical models (atomistic, con-
tinuum and other mesoscopic models) in a single system, and has a di1culty of multi-scale, multi-physics
problem. Here I discuss the strategy we took to achieve the aim. We developed a system called “simulation
platform” which provides a common user interface for all simulation programs. The simulation platform pro-
vides a common service of data viewing, editing, plotting and graphics, and can be useful for both simulation
programmers and simulation users. For constructing such system, we designed a data format called UDF (User
De8nable Format).
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Understanding how material properties depend on its micro-structures has been a central problem
in physics, chemistry and material science. It is also a crucial question in industries since this
understanding gives the technological basis for controlling material properties and creating new
materials. As computer is becoming a useful tool in many areas of engineering (such as architectural,
mechanical and electrical engineering), there is a growing expectation for a similar simulation tool
for material engineering. The key word “computer aided material engineering” has been used for
more than 10 years. However, although it has seen some successes in some areas, the technology
is still at a primitive stage. The major reason for this is that material properties depend on many
physical phenomena which cannot be handled by a single simulator.
We faced this problem in our project, the polymer modeling project, which was jointly conducted
by industries and academia supported by the government from 1998 to 2002. The objective of this
project is to construct a polymer modeling system which bridges the molecular characteristics of
polymers with macroscopic properties. This objective is not easy to achieve.
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Polymer molecules are made of millions of atoms, and polymeric materials are the mixtures
of them. The material properties of polymers depend on many factors in the manufacturing pro-
cess: polymerization process (monomers, catalysts, molecular weight distribution and degree of
branching), the blending condition (controlling the interface and dispersion states), and process
condition (controlling chain stretching and crystallization, etc). The problem involves many length
scales and many physics, and is one of the multi-scale, multi-physics problem. How to handle such
problem is one of the major challenge in current computational science and engineering. Here, I
would like to talk how we tackled the problem, and what kind of software we made towards our
goal.
2. Seamless zooming
2.1. The ultimate form of multi-scale modeling
Multi-scale modeling is a method which models a large, complex system by combining various
simulation models each dedicated to certain physical aspects characterized by a certain length scale.
Such method is de8nitely needed in our simulator for polymeric materials which have many meso
structures at the intermediate levels between the atomistic level and the macroscopic level. Ideally,
the system we would like to have is a system by which we can “zoom-in” at any length scale
of the material, and can study the phenomena occurring there. We called such system “seamless
zooming” system. It represents our image of the ultimate system for multi-scale modeling. It is easy
to envision such a system, but the question is how to realize it.
The seamless zooming system, or any multi-scale modeling system, needs two components. One
is a set of the simulation programs each of which is dedicated to the simulation at a certain length
scale. The other is the mechanism which integrates these simulation programs.
Designing the simulation programs for our system was not di1cult. Scientists have proposed
theories to model the dynamics of polymers at various length scales, and have written many programs
based on them. These programs were made for research purpose only, and were not intended to be
used by the other people. It is therefore useful to make simulation programs to be used for others
based on them. We called such programs engines since their role is to repeat calculations many
times. We chose to develop four engines listed in Table 1. However, our objective is to make an
integrated system which allows users to go from one engine to the other. For this purpose, we need
some mechanism of integrating engines. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of our system: the engines run on a
common base (called modeling platform) which provides a framework of integration. The di1cult
problem was how to design the platform.
2.2. Design problem of integration
The role of the platform is to integrate engines. For this to be done, engines have to exchange
the information they have. Multi-scale modeling must be based on a consistent expression for phys-
ical objects. Therefore, there must be some common framework to express states and properties of
physical objects. At 8rst we tried to set up some standard format for the data of physical objects com-
monly used by the engines, such as “monomers”, “polymers” or “molecular weight”. However, this
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Table 1
Simulation engines
Molecular
dynamics
(COGNAC)a
A molecular dynamics simulation engine for “coarse grained models” of polymers. It can deal with
a general molecular model (including fully atomistic model), and calculates the time evolution of the
system in equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions
Repitation
dynamics
(PASTA)b
An engines calculating the rheological response of entangled polymers for given molecular weight
distribution. It is based on the repitation dynamics and the dual slip-link model of entanglement
Interfacial
dynamics
(SUSHI)c
An engine calculating the equilibrium and nonequilibrium structures of block polymers and polymer
blends near interfaces by solving the self-consistent 8eld equation of Edwards
Micro-Huidics
and
Micro-elastics
(MUFFIN)d
A generic engine solving the partial diIerential equations appearing in the problem of soft materials.
It actually consists of 8ve simulation programs, each dealing with (1) phase separation, (2) electrolyte
dynamics, (3) micro-Huidics, (4) elastic deformation of solids and (5) deformation and swelling of
gels
aCOarse Grained molecular dynamics program by NAgoya Cooperation.
bPolymer rheology Analyzer with Slip-link model of enTAnglement.
cSimulation Utilities for Soft and Hard Interfaces.
dMUlti-Farious FIeld simulator for Nonequilibrium systems.
Fig. 1. Outline of the system.
approach turned out to be impossible. The engine programmers have diIerent background, and have
diIerent views for the de8nitions for “monomers” and “polymers”. Settling the terminology was dif-
8cult, and settling the data structure was even more di1cult. After long discussions, we realized that
even if we were able to invent some data format, nobody would be happy, and nobody would use it.
We abandoned the idea of de8ning a common data format. We realized that the integration must
be done not by force but by voluntary collaboration of people: it is more important to set up a
framework with which people can understand the meaning of the data provided by other engines,
than to invent some data format (understood by computers, but in a very restrictive context). If
people can understand the meaning of the data made by engines, they can transform the data from
one engine to the other, and if such work is accumulated, it will eventually become the “seamless
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zooming”. Therefore the key to “seamless zooming” is the collaboration of many engines, which,
eventually, means the collaboration of people. This is the conclusion we arrived at 8nally. This
consideration lead us to the following principle for the design of the platform:
(1) We leave the task of de8ning the data structures to those who write simulation programs.
(2) We ask them to state the de8nition of the data structure in a certain format which we de8ne.
(3) We encourage them to use this format by providing various services.
Engine programmers can design the data structure they use. To connect the engine to the platform,
they have to state the data structure in a certain format called user de8nable format (UDF). The
platform then provides various services to the engines which use this format. This mechanism will
be explained in more detail in the following.
3. UDF: a self-descriptive data format
UDF is a data 8le format which is needed to connect the engines to the platform. In fact, the
only requirement of the platform for the engine programmers is to use this format in their input and
output 8les. Engine programmers can de8ne their own data structure, but they are asked to state the
structure in the data 8le. UDF 8le is a self-descriptive text 8le: it consists of two parts, the data
de8nition part and the data part. The data de8nition part states the name and the unit of the data
written in the data part. This part is essential for the 8le to be understood by the platform, and by
other users. An example of the UDF 8le is the following:
---------------------------------------------
//datafile spring.udf
\begin{def}
input: {
spring const : double(kg=s2)
mass : double (kg)
}
output: {
periodicity: double (s)
result[ ]:{ time : double (s),
displacement : double (m)
velocity : double (m/s)
}
}
\end{def}
\begin{data}
input: {0.05, 0.1}
\end{data}
---------------------------------------------
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The part between \begin{def} and \end{def} is the de8nition part. In this example, the de8ni-
tion part states that the data following the key word “input” has two members, spring const and
mass, both being double type (in C/C++ notation), and having unit (kg=s2) and (kg), respectively.
The actual data is written later, between \begin{data} and \end{data}. From this de8nition, one
can understand that the number 0.05 written after input: have the name input.spring const,
and it represents 0.05 (kg=s2). In this example, the 8le does not have the data for output; the data
may be 8lled later by some engine.
The syntax result[ ] indicates that it is an array of data. Each element of the array can be
referred to as result[0]; result[1]; : : : . Thus an element, for example, result[0] has three
data members, each referred to as result[0].time, result[0].displacement and result[0].
velocity.
All data in the UDF 8le have names, and can be quoted by their names. Therefore, once the
UDF 8le is opened in the C/C++ program. Individual data can be accessed by their names.
The following is the example of the C++ program which handles the above 8le.
---------------------------------------------
# include ‘‘platform.lib’’
uf= UDFManager(‘‘spring.udf’’);
double m; uf.get(‘‘input.mass’’,m);
double k;uf.get(‘‘input.spring const’’, k);
uf.put(‘‘output.periodicity’’, 6.28*sqrt(m/k));
---------------------------------------------
This program changes the 8le “spring.udf” to the following:
---------------------------------------------
//datafile spring.udf
...the data definition part is unchanged and omitted.
\begin{data}
input:{0.05,0.1}
output:{4.44,[ ]}
\end{data}
---------------------------------------------
UDFManager provides various services for programmers concerning the 8le IO. UDFManager
supports the IO of simple data type (int, Hoat, double, string, etc.), and their arrays (int[ ] or
vector<int>, etc.). C++ programmers can write a code to read and write complex data structure
such as result[ ] at once. There is a utility program which generates such C++ code automatically
from the de8nition of the UDF 8le.
The unit in the de8nition of UDF is an option. If the data does not have unit, UDFManager regard
it as a nondimensional data. Using nondimensional data seems to be a common practice of scienti8c
programmers, but we encourage them to put unit to all data. Unit is an essential quantity needed
in data transformation. If programmers use nondimensional quantities in their programs, they should
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state the basic physical quantities they use to make the nondimensional expression. To encourage
them to do it, we implemented the following syntax:
---------------------------------------------
// Unit example1
\begin{unit}
[M]= 5 (kg)
[L]= 10 (m)
[T]= 60 (s)
\end{unit}
\begin{def}
input: { mass : double (M),
spring const: double (M/T2)
initial condition:{
displacement: double [L],
velocity : double [L/T]
}
}
\end{def}
\begin{data}
input:{0.05, 0.1, {0.1, 0.3} }
\end{data}
---------------------------------------------
As it is demonstrated by this example, programmers can de8ne their own unit system between
\begin{unit} and \end{unit}. The data are passed to the engines in the unit de8ned by the engine
programmer, but they can be translated to the other unit system like SI. For example, input.mass
is shown as 0.05[M]) in the default, but if the standard SI unit is chosen, input.mass is shown
as 0.25(kg).
If the engine programmer likes to change the value of the basic physical quantity, he can use the
following syntax.
---------------------------------------------
// Unit example2
\begin{unit}
[K0] = {$basic quantity.k0} (kg/s2)
[M] = basic quantity.m0 (kg)
[T] = [(M/K0)0.5]
\end{unit}
\begin{def}
basic quantity: {k0: double (kg/s2)
m0: double (kg) : : :
}
\end{def}
---------------------------------------------
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In this case, users can see the data in SI unit by putting certain numbers to basic quantity.k0
and basic quantity.m0. If the data for basic quantity.k0 is empty or has value 0, UDFManager
does not do the unit transformation, so the result is equivalent to use the nondimensional data. This
syntax allows programmers to write their codes in dimensionless form, simultaneously allowing other
users to see the data with dimensions.
The following example shows a more complex syntax for the data de8nition in the UDF 8le:
---------------------------------------------
// data file atom.udf
\begin{unit}
[L]= 1(nm), [T]= 1(fs), [M]= 1.66E- 27(kg)
\end{unit}
\begin{def}
class Vector:{x:double(unit), y:double(unit),z:double(unit)} (unit)
class AtomType:{name:KEY, mass:double [M]}
atomType[ ]: AtomType
atom[ ]: {position : Vector [L],
velocity : Vector [L/T],
type : <AtomType, KEY>}
\end{def}
\begin{data}
atomType[ ]: [ {‘‘Ar’’, 40}; {‘‘Ne’’, 20}]
atom[ ]:[{{1.1 1.3 0.2} {1.0, - 2.0, 3.0} ‘‘Ar’’}
{ {0.1 0.3 1.2} {- 1.0, 0.0, 4.0} ‘‘Ne’’} ]
\end{data}
---------------------------------------------
Here class Vector de8nes a new data type Vector which has three members x,y,z all having the
same unit. The de8ned data type can be used in the de8nition of other data object as it is demonstrated
by the example of atom[ ], where atom[i].position and atom[i].velocity are the vector type
each having unit [L] and [L/T], respectively. Likewise AtomType has two members, name and mass.
The data type KEY in the de8nition of AtomType is a way of mapping the pointer in C/C++ to the
text 8le. It states that the data of this class can be uniquely identi8ed by the value of the data placed
here. The de8nition of atom[ ] demonstrates how KEY is used: the syntax type: <atomType, KEY>
indicates that type is used to specify a data of AtomType. In this example, atom[0].type is “Ar”, so
it refers to a data of AtomType with the KEY value equal to “Ar”, which is atomType[0].
Note that KEY is introduced to express the logical structure of the data explicitly. The actual data
of KEY is a text string, so the de8nition part of the above UDF 8le can be replaced by the following:
---------------------------------------------
\begin{def}
class Vector:{ x:double (unit), y:double(unit), z:double(unit)} (unit)
atomType[ ]:{name:string, mass:double [M]}
atom[ ] :{position:Vector [L], velocity:Vector [L/T], type:string}
\end{def}
---------------------------------------------
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This de8nition is perfectly valid for the data part shown above. However, it blurs the fact that
the atom[ ].type indicates a certain data in atomType[ ]. The de8nition using KEY is a bet-
ter way to express the idea of the programmer. UDF has two ways of mapping pointers: one
is KEY which uses text string, and the other is ID which uses integer. Like unit, KEY and
ID are introduced to make the 8le readable for others, and to reduce misunderstanding between
researchers.
4. Modeling platform
UDF 8le is a text 8le, and can be edited by any text editor. The operation, however, will become
cumbersome as the data size increases (typically tens of mega bytes). In such a case it is more
convenient to handle the UDF 8le by a special program.
We have developed a program GOURMET (Graphical open user interface for material design
environment) for handling the UDF 8le. GOURMET oIers various services for programmers and
users such as:
(1) Browsing and editing the UDF 8le.
(2) Data handling by script language.
(3) Data plotting and making animations.
(4) Running and monitoring simulation engines.
These services are explained below.
4.1. Browsing and editing the UDF 4le
The UDF 8le can be regarded as a mini database 8le: the structure of the database is de8ned in
the de8nition part. GOURMET may be regarded as a mini-database engine for the UDF 8les. User
can view the contents of the UDF 8le in a tree view or a table view (see Fig. 2). The displayed
data can be exported to and imported from text editors or other applications by the operation of cut
and paste.
The data are initially shown in the unit de8ned in the UDF 8le, but it can be shown by other unit
like SI or cgs by the unit menu. Whichever units are used in GOURMET, the data are translated to
the unit de8ned by the UDF 8le and passed to the engine.
4.2. Data handling by script language
The data in the UDF can be handled by script language. At present, GOURMET supports the
script language python [[2]]. GOURMET has a window where user can write python program and
execute it. GOURMET introduces a small extension for python: all data in the UDF 8le can be
handled like variables in python. For example, the following script is valid in GOURMET:
print $atom[0].position.x
print $atom[0].position
print $atom[ ].type
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Fig. 2. Data viewing in GOURMET.
The variable starting with the symbol $ is a UDF variable. The syntax $atom[0] represents an
array element, while $atom[ ] represents the whole array. The result of the above program is
1.1
[1.1, 1.3, 0.2]
[‘Ar’, ‘Ne’]
Note that the structured data in UDF 8le can be mapped to the array data in python.
Conversely, the data in the UDF 8le can be changed by the python program:
$atom[0].positing[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
$atom[1]= $atom[0]
print $atom[ ].type
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The second command replaces atom[1] with the data of atom[0], so that the output of the above
program is
[‘Ar’, ‘Ar’]
Using python program, one can do many things for the UDF 8le. One can use python program to
create large input 8le, or do statistical analysis for output 8le. In fact the Hexibility of GOURMET
owes greatly to python. This will become more apparent in the following.
4.3. Data plotting and making animations
GOURMET uses gnuplot [[4]] to plot data. The simplest usage is to plot the data written in table.
GOURMET creates command 8le and data 8le for gnuplot and invokes the gnuplot program. This
procedure can be done also by the python command. Thus, one can make a python program which
conducts certain statistical analysis for the UDF 8le, and show the result by gnuplot.
GOURMET has a function of making three-dimensional graphics and animation using Open GL.
The following program draws a dumbbell (two spheres connected by a cylinder):
center1= [0,0,0]
center2= [1,1,1]
sphere(center1, 1)
sphere(center2, 1)
cylinder(center1, center2, 1)
The following python program display all atoms in atom.udf:
i= size ($atom[ ])
while i¿ 0:
i= i-1
sphere($atom[i].position, 0)
If one executes such a program for each time step, one can create an animation to see the time
evolution of the system. Various functions are available to show the con8gurations of molecules or
8elds in three-dimensional graphics (see Fig. 3).
4.4. Running and monitoring simulation engines
GOURMET oIers services for users to operate engines. The basic service is to send the input
UDF 8le to the engine server (the computer in which the engine is implemented), to start the
engine, and to get the output 8le when the calculation ends. This service can be enhanced by the
engine programmer if he utilizes the other UDF 8les which GOURMET are exchanging with the
engine server. These 8les include information on (1) the output of engines during calculation, (2)
the instruction of users (pause and restart), and (3) the parameters which may be changed by users
while the engine is paused. GOURMET has windows to display these 8les. Utilizing these 8les,
a programmer can make his engine work interactively with users. For example, he can make the
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Fig. 3. Examples of the three-dimensional graphics.
minimum search engine in such a way that user can change the convergence parameters during the
calculation by monitoring the results of engines.
4.5. Customization
GOURMET has several options to allow users to customize the interface for their own use. The
following are the typical examples.
(1) Wrapping: The simulation engines shown in Table 1 (and many other engines designed for
general use) have many input parameters, but usually only a small subset of them are needed
in a particular application. In such a case, the user can create his own input 8le, and write a
python program to generate the input 8le for the simulation engine.
(2) Action: This is a function of assigning python programs to data objects. For example, a user
can write a program to calculate the mean position of atom[ ], and assign it to the data item
atom[ ]. He can then start this program by selecting the 8eld atom[ ] in the view window of
GOURMET. The “action” is similar to the “methods” in C++ class, but unlike C++ class,
the assignment is done by writing the python program in a text 8le. Thus a user can de8ne his
own action independently of the original UDF 8le.
5. Collaborative operation of engines
The platform can be used as a base of operating various engines collaboratively. Such activity
may be regarded as a prototype of zooming, namely going from one level of description to the other.
In our project, we made several prototypes of zooming
An example is to predict the mechanical properties of block polymers (see Fig. 4, [[1]]). Block
polymer is a polymer made of two or more blocks each consisting of certain monomeric species.
Block polymers spontaneously form micro-domain structures consisting of spherical, cylindrical
and plate-like domains. The structure depends on many parameters such as the characteristics of
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Fig. 4. The procedure of calculating the stress–strain curve of block copolymers.
monomeric species, the length of a block of monomers, the topology of the connection of the
blocks, the mixing ratio, etc. Predicting the equilibrium structure by molecular dynamics is prac-
tically impossible since the ordering takes place with the time of the order of 103 s, while the
characteristic time scale of molecular dynamics is 10−12 s. We thus used the interfacial engines
(SUSHI) to calculate the spatial distribution of monomer density at equilibrium. We developed
a program, which is implemented in our molecular dynamics engine (COGNAC), to generate
the equilibrium con8guration of polymer chains for given spatial distribution of monomer den-
sity. We then calculate the stress–strain curve of the block-copolymers by the molecular dynam-
ics. We applied similar techniques to predict the stress–strain behavior of crystalline
polymers.
Another example of the collaborative operation of engines is to calculate the permeability of gas
molecules through the 8lm of block copolymers. Using the interfacial dynamics engine (SUSHI), one
can calculate the spatial structure of micro-domains. He can then calculate the diIusion constant of a
gaseous molecule in each domains using the molecular dynamics engine (COGNAC). Finally, using
the micro-Huidics and micro-elastics engine(MUFFIN), he can calculate the eIective permeability of
the gaseous molecules.
So far such operations must be done manually. User has to create the input UDF 8le for certain
engine using the results of the other engines. The work may become easier with GOURMET, but one
has to write certain programs (by python or C/C++). In future, the operations may be automated,
but, at this stage we left the task to users. We did this deliberately as it is an operation which needs
deep understanding of the problem, and is too dangerous to do automatically.
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6. Conclusion
The platform described here was created in our project aiming at seamless zooming. We purposely
tried to remove any mechanism which forces engine programmers to participate in zooming. The
platform only provides an environment which facilities engine programmers to make his program
understandable for others, and for them to use the programs made by others.
From the view point of computational science and engineering, there are many challenging prob-
lems regarding the procedure of zooming such as: (1) Is there any general framework representing
physical concepts for simulation engines? (2) Is it possible to check the consistency of the informa-
tion dealt with diIerent engines? (3) Is it possible to design a system which secures the consistency
of information in the procedure of zooming? All are very challenging. Such research will be done
in future, perhaps, by the collaboration of physicists, chemists and software engineers. At this stage,
however, our view is that what is currently needed is a mechanism which facilitates the collaboration
of many simulation programs, which actually means the collaboration of people. The software pack-
age we developed is called OCTA [[3]], and the whole system including source codes will become
downloadable in April 2002. We hope that it will be a step towards this direction.
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